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Handouts
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SECTION A
The TRACKER – Term 2 - 2017
Activity 1: An introduction to Term 2 Tracker – 2017.
The purpose and structure of the Tracker.
The aims of this session are:




To increase motivation to use the Trackers methodically in order to increase curriculum
coverage and thus improve learning outcomes.
To re-inspire those who have attended previous training.
To discuss the role of newly appointed HOD’s/ Lead teachers in monitoring the use of
the trackers within their Departments.

It is important to realise that the provision of Trackers now caters for all Grades throughout
all phases so that curriculum coverage is improved.
Teachers must:




Take ownership of the Trackers so that curriculum coverage is improved.
Consistently plan, track and report on their teaching and to reflect on the learning
that has taken place in their lessons.
Have a continuing professional dialogue within the phase/department on how to
improve curriculum coverage and the challenges that face them during the term.

Activity 1.1 Working in pairs, discuss the purpose of the Tracker. Ask a senior teacher or
someone who has already used the Tracker previously to lead the discussion. Also answer the
following questions:




How does the Tracker help you to meet the requirements of CAPS?
How does using the Tracker help you to manage time?
What guidance does the Tracker give you regarding informal and formal
assessment during a particular term?
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Activity 1.2 QUIZ: Working in groups, write down the answers to the questions below:
1. In a two week teaching cycle, how much time should be devoted to writing and
presenting texts?
_________________________________________________________
2. What do the abbreviations LB and TG stand for?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________
3. If a lesson is missed or the work is not completed , how will you catch up?
_________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
4. Why are regular informal assessment tasks important for the Learner?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
5. Where in the Tracker will you find the Formal Assessment tasks required for this
term?
____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
6. What is the purpose of extension activities?
_________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

(The facilitator/trainer will ask for a feedback of responses to the questions)

Activity 1.3 In your groups discuss whether it more meaningful and effective for the teacher to
write his/her Reflections on:
(a) the daily lesson done on a daily basis,
(b) on a weekly basis (perhaps on a Friday or on Day 5 of the programme)
(c) at the end of the two week theme cycle
Then discuss - what is the consensus of opinions on this issue?
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SECTION B: Strategies to develop Comprehension, Writing and Language
Activities
Objectives
1 To develop comprehension activities from oral and written texts.
2. To develop writing activities that emanate from reading activities.
3. To use texts to develop activities for language structures and conventions.
4. To give effective feedback to learners’ written activities.

Activity 1: Listening Comprehension
Strategies to teach listening comprehension and to develop activities
1.1. Types of listening



What do learners listen to in their own time?
What do we listen to in real life and why?

Listening is often divided into exposure listening, interactive listening and task listening.
Type
Exposure
listening

Description
Listening for enjoyment. Not
Everything which is heard needs to be
understood. Learners are exposed to a
variety of voices, accents, speeds,
moods and situations.

Interactive
listening

This is the type of listening we do most
often. It involves listening and
responding to what someone says.
Listening for specific information or
ideas.

Task
listening
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Examples
Listening to:
 Music on the radio.
 Stories which are read or
told.
 Jokes
 Other peoples’
conversation (eaves
dropping).
 Conversations
 Instructions, explanations,
etc.
Listening to
 The weather report
 News report
 A person’s conversation to
determine their attitude.
 A lecture or lesson to get
information for notes.

1.2 Listening to a description
Top Class: Grade 6: TG Page 59 : See appendix








Begin a discussion on trees. Discuss the purpose of trees.
Explain the vocabulary at the start of the theme.
Read out the activities and questions.
Read the listening text to the class.
Read out questions again.
Ask one question at a time.
Learners answer some of the questions orally and others in writing.

Some facts about trees
A tree has five main parts: it has leaves, branches, a trunk, roots and flowers.
All trees have different leaves. They differ in shape, size and colour.
All tree trunks are covered with bark which protects the trunk and helps the tree not to lose too
much water.
A tree has two main types of roots: tap roots which grow straight down and fibrous roots which
grow everywhere.
The flowers on a tree produce berries, fruits, nuts and seeds. Most fruits have one or more pips
inside them which are the seeds. Some seeds can be eaten but others are poisonous.
Each part of the tree has a different job to do but each part is dependent on the other to make
up the life of the whole tree.
Some trees stay green and keep their leaves all year. These trees are known as evergreen trees.
Other trees lose their leaves during winter and are known as deciduous tree.
Trees which have their beginnings in a country are known as indigenous trees.
The process by which a tree uses sunlight to change water and carbon dioxide into food for itself
is called photosynthesis.
A. Pre- listening activities
1.1 Activate background knowledge and connect with the lesson topic by having a
discussion on trees. Discuss the purpose of trees. Think of all the different
reasons for planting trees. (5 minutes)
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1.2 Vocabulary Activity (10 minutes)
Match column B with Column A

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Column A
different
fibrous
pips
poisonous
dependent
evergreen
deciduous
indigenous
carbon dioxide
photosynthesis

Letter
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Column B
seeds
relies upon
keeps leaves
a gas
making food
not the same
toxic/dangerous
drops leaves
spreading roots
native/original

B. While listening activities (20 minutes)
1 Read out the questions
1.1.. Trees that lose their leaves are called ___________ trees.
1.2. Trees that stay green and keep their leaves are __________ trees.
1.3.. Name a few things that flowers on a tree produce.
1.4.. Photosynthesis is when a tree uses ____to change ____ and _____ _____ into ____.
1.5. Draw a tree and label it with its five main parts.
Flowers

Trunk

Leaves

Root

Branches

2. Read out the listening text to the class
3. Read the questions again.
4. Read the text out aloud again
5. Read out each question and get learners to respond orally or in writing.
C. Post- listening
Analyse the differences between trees and plants.Tabulate.
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Activity 2 : Strategies for reading comprehension
2.1 COMPREHENSION STRATEGIES (Individual reading) 10 min.
WHAT? Comprehension strategies are plans that we consciously apply while we read in order
to help us better understand the text.
Why? Research has shown that if teachers explicitly explain and model these strategies in class
on a regular basis, then learners learn how to read a text more attentively and understand them
more deeply. This in turn can increase children’s enjoyment of texts and want to read them
more readily.
WHEN?
Comprehension strategies can be taught and modeled even from foundation phase;
right at the beginning of grade 1. Comprehension strategies should become a habit of mind” something that learners do automatically, without even realizing that they’re using strategies.
How?
The most common strategies which are listed below can be used at the start of
every comprehension activity and other lessons every day so that it becomes a “habit of mind’.
Comprehension Strategies
1.Activating
prior
knowledge
2.Predicting

3.Taking
notice of text
structure
4. Identifying
main ideas

5.Making
inferences
6.Asking
questions
7.Visualising
(Creating
mental
images)

Connecting the text and topic to what you already know. What do I already
know about this topic? What is my background knowledge?
Making an informed guess about what the text is about or what will happen
next, based on knowledge in your head and from clues while skimming and
scanning the text
Before you start reading and while reading, you ask yourself What kind of
text is it? Can I recognise its parts? What does the title tell me? What do the
sub-titles headings tell me?
While you read you look out for clues that tell you what information is
important (primary information or main ideas). In stories, this means
recognizing the story structure (narrative style, setting, plot etc.), in
information texts this means recognising the topic sentence.
Reading in between the lines; using clues in the text to see links/ make
connections between information in the text and what is implied or
suggested.
Ask yourself questions about the text while you are reading THIS HELPS
YOU TO ENGAGE WITH THE TEXT MORE DEEPLY.
Forming a picture in your head about the things you are reading, using the
five senses (see, hear, smell, taste, feel); drawing a diagram or mental map
to keep track of the information.
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Activity 2.2: Applying the comprehension strategies to understand the information text
entitled THE VALUE OF TREES. (30 minutes)
1. How would you activate background knowledge to connect with the lesson topic?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Predict what is going to be written in the information text. List a few points.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. Look closely at the text structure. Focus on the heading, paragraphing and visuals. Note
down your findings.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
4. Identify the seven main ideas.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
5. Make inferences. Are there any inferences that can be made in any of the seven
paragraphs?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
6. List a few questions that you could ask while you are reading. Some of these could be
prediction questions.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
7. Use your five senses to form a picture about what you are reading. List a few aspects on
which your picture is based.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
8. Which sections will you re-read and which words will you look up in a dictionary?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
9. Summarise the main points.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
9

Activity 2.3: Reading Comprehension: Information Text

Source: Learners Book – Top Class, P. 54
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2.3.1 Match column B with column A.
Column A
Letter
Column B
1. equipment
a. sit upon
2. pulp
b. juice from trees
3. poisonous
c. prey on other
4. breathe
d. household items
5. predators
e. harmful
6. roost
f. items
7. sap
g. raw material for paper
8. furniture
h. take in air
2.3.2 Refer to the cognitive levels and interrogate the questions to establish cognitive levels.
1. How high do some trees grow? (1) ……………………………………………………………
2. State what leaves provide. (1)…………………………………………………………
3. Identify 3 reasons why trees are grown. (3) ………………………………………………………..
4. List 2 ways in which trees are useful to birds. (2)………………………………………………………….
5. How are trees useful to people and animals on a hot days? (1) ...........................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
6. Outline 2 main uses of wood in homes and factories. (2) ……...........................................
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
7. Do you think it would be easy to live without any trees? Why? (3)....................................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
8. “Trees keep the air clean.” (Paragraph 4) How, according to the passage, do trees do this? (4)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
9. Are trees always helpful to mankind? Do you agree? Give reasons.(2)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
10. What is the main idea in the last paragraph? (1)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… Tot. 20
11

Appendix 2: Cognitive levels
1.2

In groups discuss the answers and develop a memo.

1.3

Work individually. Read CAPS information on cognitive levels re-printed below. Use this
information to assess the cognitive level of each question.

1.4

Return to your groups and reach a consensus about these levels.

1.5

Continue working in your groups. Look at the cognitive levels and the memo and decide
whether or not you agree with the mark allocations.

1.6

Determine whether the cognitive levels you have identified fulfill the following CAPS
range: Level 1 &2 = 40%; Level 3 = 40% and Levels 4 and 5 = 20%.

COGNITIVE
LEVEL
Literal
(Level 1)

ACTIVITY
Questions that deal with information explicitly stated in the text.
The following are examples:
 Name the things/people/places/elements …
 State the facts/reasons/points/ideas …
 Identify the reasons/persons/causes …
 List the points/facts/names/reasons …
 Describe the place/person/character …
 Relate the incident/episode/experience …

Reorganisation
(Level 2)

Questions that require analysis, synthesis or organisation of
information explicitly stated in the text. The following are examples:
 Summarise the main points/ideas/pros/cons…
 Group the common elements/factors …
 State the similarities/differences …
 Give an outline of …

Inference
(Level 3)

Questions that require learners to interpret messages that are not
explicitly stated by linking information from different parts of a text
or relating clues in a text to their prior knowledge or experience and
drawing conclusions. The following are examples:
 Suggest why X (a character in a story) acted in this way.
 What is the likely outcome of X’s actions?
 What do X’s comments reveal about her attitude to …?
 Is the situation described in the text similar to or different
from what people experience in South Africa?
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PERCENTAGE OF
TASK
Levels 1 & 2: 40%

Level 3: 40%

Evaluation
(Level 4)

These questions deal with judgements concerning value and
worth. These include judgements regarding reality, credibility,
facts and opinions, validity, logic and reasoning, and issues
such as the desirability and acceptability of decisions and
actions in terms of moral values. The following are a few of
many possible examples:






Appreciation
(Level 5)

Do you think that what happens is
realistic/likely/possible?
Is the character’s attitude/behaviour/action justifiable
or acceptable to you? Give reasons for your answer.
Is the writer justified in suggesting that …? Give a
reason for your answer.
Does the writer provide a coherent argument to
support her views?
Through his choice of words what does the writer want
you to believe/do? Are you persuaded by these words?
Give a reason for your answer.

These questions focus on a candidate’s personal response
(including emotional and aesthetic responses) to a text. The
following are a few of many possible examples:




Discuss/comment on the writer’s use of
language/imagery/metaphors …
Discuss your response to the
incident/situation/conflict/dilemma …
Do you empathise with character X? What
action/decision would you have taken if you had been
in the same situation?
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Levels 4 & 5:
20%

Activity 3: Strategies to develop writing support activities
Resources needed




Learner Book
Teacher Guide
Handout of template or headings in the template

Activity 3.1: Theme based writing support
You will work in pairs or groups to do this activity. Your partners should be teachers in
the same grade using the same learner book. Refer to the exemplar template that
follows. Read it and discuss it. Thereafter choose a writing activity that learners will do
this term. Now look at the writing topic and all the lessons leading up this writing
activity. Start gathering information on each of these aspects in the template. The
vocabulary and ideas you record from the theme based texts should be relevant to the
writing task.
3.1.1 Focus on the writing support template. READ AND DISCUSS THE GUIDELINES PROVIDED.
Feel free to make amendments and changes.
3.1.2 Look closely at the example of planning for writing activities based on the theme TREES:
TOP CLASS: GRADE 6 LB PAGE 52 AND TG: PAGE 58. Critique the content and provide feedback.
3.1.3 in groups work on your own template.
Notes on the template created to offer theme based writing support.
(Must be read by all participants)








Each theme, in the textbooks you are using for the respective grades you are
teaching, contains listening texts, reading comprehension texts and language
activities. It also has a writing activity which is more often than not based on the
theme chosen.
From the beginning of the two week theme cycle, learners can be offered
support on the writing activity set.
Give learners the topic at the start of the two week cycle. Create opportunities
for the learners to note down new vocabulary, ideas and grammatical forms
taken from the texts and other visual and reading material on a daily basis.
Towards the end of the cycle the learners can use their notes to do their writing
task. Challenged learners should benefit from this approach.
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Activity 3.2.1
Study the exemplar that has been done and critique it in your groups. Feel free to
make suggestions and changes.
ASPECT
1 Vocabulary

2 Ideas and
Thoughts

HOW TO IMPROVE WRITING

SOURCE

-photosynthesis,oxygen,carbon dioxide,
indigenous, evergreen, deciduous.
-nectar, furniture, sporting, equipment,
matches, poisonous, nesting places,
predators, roost, factories, medicines,
syrup.

LB – P.52

-Think about a wooden household item.

Listening and
Observing
Brainstorming

Reasons for planting trees.
Collect pictures on trees.
Find info on computer.

LB – P.52
TOP
Class

3 Language
structures

Adverbs of manner
Connecting words
Plurals using ‘es’
Comparative adjectives

LB – P 56-58

4 Genre

Write a descriptive paragraph on a wooden
Item.
Bring item to school.
Uses of trees.
A world without trees.

Observation of wooden
item.

5 Activities

Reading and discussing the paragraph on
Wooden headrest. Model on this paragraph.
Learners discuss ideas.

LB – P.55

6 The writing
task/s

Explain the concept of ‘modeling’.
Use own words.
Reinforce simple sentence structure.
Capital letter and full stop.
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Text

3.2.3 Blank template. Refer to activity 3.1.3

ASPECT

HOW TO IMPROVE WRITING

1

Vocabulary

-

2

Ideas and Thoughts

3

Language structures

4

Genre

5

Activities

6

The writing task/s

7

Other
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SOURCE

Activity 4: USING THEME BASED TEXTS TO DEVELOP ACTIVITIES FOR LANGUAGE STRUCTURE
AND CONVENTIONS

Introduction
Refer to the CAPS TEACHING PLAN for term 2: Weeks 3-4
 Grade 4: Page 39
 Grade 5: Page 60
 Grade 6: Page 77
 Grade 7: Page 63
For our purposes we will focus on Grade 6- term 2 –weeks 3&4.According to CAPS the
following language aspects have to be covered:





Spelling – plural forms
Parts of speech – possessive pronouns, comparative and superlative adjectives, adverbs
of manner.
Connecting words showing sequence and contrast.
Vocabulary in context.

ACTIVITY 4.1

Language Focus: Connecting Words
Grade 6
LTSM Top Class (FAL)

LB: Pages 52 to 59 TG: Pages 62 t0 65

Term 2

Weeks 3-4

Guidelines on using connecting words to show addition, sequence (order), contrast, reason,
etc.
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Activity 4.2
Refer to paragraph 2 of the reading information text entitled “The Value of Trees”.
List all the connecting words in this paragraph.
1._____________________

2. ______________________

3.____________________

4. ______________________

Fill in the missing linking words in the following paragraph. Choose from the list provided.
but

which

also

some

in addition

and

while

Paragraph
The flowers on a tree produce berries, fruits, nuts___________ seeds. _________________
flowers ________ produce nectar __________bees and other insects collect. Most fruits have
one or more pips inside them _____________ are the seeds. __________ seeds can be eaten
________ others are poisonous.
Note: Most of the other language aspects to be covered in weeks 3 and 4 of term 2 can be
done incidentally and orally with some written work while focusing on the listening and
reading texts.
Some examples which you could consider:
Refer to paragraphs 5 and 7 of the information text. Focus on the words ‘hot’ and ‘strong’
which are both used as adjectives. Revise degrees of comparison at this point. Give learners a
short written exercise and move on. You can also touch on adverbs of manner.
safe……………………………………………………………………...
old………………………………………………………………………….
hollow…………………………………………………………………….
hot………………………………………………………………………..
beautiful…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Activity 5
Marking a comprehension and diagnostic analysis
Read the following poem at least three times before you answer the following questions.
Comprehension

Arithmetic
I’m 11. And I don’t really know my
1
Two Times Table. Teacher says it’s disgraceful
But even if I had the time. I feel too tired.
Jabu’s 5, Themba’s 3, Lulama’s 18 months,
and then there’s Baby. I do what’s required .
5
Mum’s working. Dad’s away. And so
I dress them, give them breakfast. Gogo
moves in, and I take Jabu to school.
Miss Dlamini calls me an old-fashioned word: Dunce.
Celia Khoza says I’m a fool.
10
After tea , to the ground. Pram-pushing’s slow
but on fine days it’s a good place,
full of noisy boys. When 6 shows on the clock
put the kids to bed. I’m free for once.
At about 7 – Mum’s key in the lock.
15
Adapted from (Gavin Ewart)
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Activity 5 Marking a comprehension
One of the biggest challenges for language teachers is finding texts on which to set questions.
Whether the text is to be used for assessing learners’ reading comprehension, summarising skills
or knowledge of language structures, the text must be at the appropriate grade level in terms of
vocabulary, sentence structure and content.
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5.1 Read the attached poetry comprehension text (Attachment 2). Decide whether it is
appropriate in terms of vocabulary, sentence structure and content.
5.2 Using the given memo. and working individually, mark the comprehension. Note any
problematic questions and mark allocations. In your groups discuss ways in which these
could be improved. Indicate the cognitive level of each question. Do these questions
fulfill the CAPS requirements?
1

She does not have time to learn it.

1

2

The writer has four siblings/ The names of the siblings could be listed.

2

3

All except “washing their clothes.”

1

4

Choose any reasonable response. For example, it is not fair because she
has her
own responsibilities, namely her school work, OR it is fair as all children
should
help their mothers.

3

5

It means that the mother has arrived home.

2

6





“I’m 11.”
“ I don’t really know my/ Two times table”
“Teacher says it’s disgraceful.”

3

7

Choose any reasonable personal response.
For example, the learner expresses her feelings about South African
children having similar problems.

3

8

No, as the teacher calls her a dunce and describes her situation as
disgraceful.
No, as the teacher does not know about her problems.

3

Salutation (1) Ending (1) Any two appropriate reasons e.g. could destroy
the child’s confidence/ child will not want to go to school/ the teacher
should be more understanding etc. (4)
a) Shameful
b) Fool/idiot
c) Needed
d) Leisure/relaxation

6

9
10

11

Total marks

2

4
30
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Activity 5.1.2
Examining a mark sheet which can be used as a tool to help with error
analysis.
Imagine the mark sheet below relates to the comprehension you have just
marked and discussed. In groups analyse the sample mark sheet for the
comprehension in Task 5.
In groups discuss how this mark sheet can help you determine in which
sections the learners did well and in which they did not achieve. Say why
for example, the question is ambiguous, unclear or on the wrong level.

Question
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Mark

(1)

(2)

(1)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(2)

(6)

(4)

(30)

Learner 1

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

3

2

4

3

24

Learner 2

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

4

1

19

Learnerv 3

1

2

1

2

2

3

3

2

2

1

2

21

Learner 4

1

2

0

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

0

13

Learner 5

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

19

Learner 6

1

2

1

3

2

3

3

2

2

3

1

23

Learner 7

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

2

2

0

15

Learner 8

1

2

1

2

2

2

1

1

2

2

2

18

Learner 9

1

2

1

3

2

3

2

2

2

4

2

24

Learner 10

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

14

Cognitive level of
each question

25

Total

Activity 7
Strategies for giving productive feedback.

Effective feedback describes the learner's work, comments on the process the
learner used to do the work, and makes specific suggestions for what to do next.
General praise("Good job!") or personal comments don't help. The learner might
be pleased you approve, but not sure what was good about the work, and so
unable to replicate its quality. Process focused comments, on the other hand,
give suggestions that move the work closer to the
target, such as, "Can you rewrite that sentence so it goes better with the one
before it?"
(Brookhart 2007, p.56)
7.1 In groups discuss why the example below does not illustrate effective feedback.

7.2 Besides marking the grammar what other features should the teacher have commented on?
Remember that it is important to point out the positive elements of the learners’ writing –
feedback must not only be negative. Discuss what “process-focused comments” the learner
should be given to ensure future improvement.
Here are a few more examples of ‘process-focused comments:
This is a good point. What more can you say about it?
Imaginative ideas! Now think about the order of your ideas.
You have understood how to approach these problems. Try the next five examples.
Ask me to help you with your spelling. This is spoiling your good ideas.

Reference List
Brookhart, S. M. (2007-2008) Feedback that fits. Informative Assessment.. December

2007/January
2008 | Volume 65 | Number 4. PP, 54-59
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Appendix 1: Reading Comprehension Text Reprinted
1

4
Trees are the largest of all living things. Some
kinds of trees grow 100metres tall and weigh
up to 600 000 kilograms. There are about 100
000 different types of trees in the world.

Trees keep the air clean and full of oxygen for us
to live. All green plants take in carbon dioxide and
give out oxygen. So trees help to change air that is
poisonous into air that is full of rich oxygen for
people and animals to breathe.

2 The leaves of trees provide
food for Insects as well as
animals like monkeys,
elephants, giraffes, kudu and
bushbuck. Flowers and fruits
on trees are also eaten by
animals like monkeys, While
the nectar is eaten by birds,
insects and bats.

3 Trees give us wood to build our houses.
Furniture, tools, sporting equipment and
matches are all common things we use that
are made from trees. All our paper also
comes from wood that is made into pulp.

Trees give nesting places for
birds to breed and also
hiding places for birds to
keep them safe from
predators. Bats breed and
roost in old hollow trees and
insects live on dead rotting
wood. People and animals
welcome the shade that
trees can give, especially in
hot places. Trees often
protect crops from strong
wind.

5

Wood is used for fuel in many homes and factories.
Even the bark of trees is used for making homes in
many parts of the world. It is also used to make
rubber. Sap from other trees is used to make gum
of syrup. Trees also give lovely fruits and nuts for
people to enjoy.

6

7 But let us not forget the beauty of trees. Think of all the different shapes and sizes and kinds of trees
and the beautiful colours of their leaves and fruit and flowers. Trees help To make our gardens and
cities more beautiful.
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